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Abstract: 
Teaching Literature to EFL students is a complex problematic. 

Beyond instruction difficulties, teachers need to account for the global 
decay of reading. The situation is prevailing worldwide, and Algeria is 
not exempt from this phenomena. A review of literature teaching 
approaches, in Algeria, revealed a focus on formal methods that are 
devoid of in-depth treatment of the problem – despite their originality. 
For the sake of enhancing the teaching of literature and the reading 
skill, we elaborated a set of theoretical propositions based on reader 
response theory, homophily and digital tutorials. We assumed that rare 
and non-readers’ would change their condition when they are peered 
with more regular ones. On the ground of the theoretical set, a one 
shot case study was designed. An experimental course made of 
lectures and tutorials accounted for learners’ needs and points of 
interests. The course was followed by a statement analysis test which 
aims at verifying whether non readers enhanced their reading 
activities. On homophily, the results were not conclusive: regular 
readers did not affect significantly the behaviors of non-readers. 
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Nevertheless, an encouraging involvement in online assignments was 
observed. 
Key Words: Teaching Literature; Homophily; EFL; Digital Reading; 
Statement Analysis. 

QR?7<ا:   
_D_`aS`I إX^ . [@رO] اZدب VWXب اDMEN DOPHEQRS أABC DEFGC DHIJK@ة إن

DbEcdeXا [Oر@cXت ا`ghBi ^Ej ظhlEeXا mKاncXا nHob] ةp]`qZا ^Ej rHBcO ،
ھpا اmHeK v_ @x`q mahX أlR`ء اzX`BX، واPQXاnx . اHBwX@ اQC v_ veX`BX`ل اnAXاءة

و�@ أظ�nت nCاJC DBK`ھ� [@رO] اZدب اPHEQRSي . �Jeg �oHXى rj ھpه اX|`ھnة
 vcXا DHEFGXا �HX`qZا ^Ej اPHNn] nxاPQXا v_–  `�cX`iأ zر�-  DQX`BeXزھ` اhB]

Dو�nWeXا `O`�AEX DAeBceXاءة و .اnAXرة ا`�Cي وPHEQRSدب اZا zHEB] POPB] �Kأ rC
 DOn|R ^Ej Dex`AXا DOn|JXت ا`aاnc_ا� rC DjheQC mahg Dqرا@Xه اpھ v_ `Je�

DHe�nXروس ا@Xوا `HEH_hCh�Xرئ وا`AXا Dg`Qcqا . � rOpXب اVWXأن ا `Janc_و�@ ا
rOpXؤون واnAO  �qو v_ z�QCد z] ل إذا`QeXا اpھ v_ نhJolcHq درًا`R ؤون إ�nAO �

De|cJC Dbwg ؤونnAO rOpXا DIEWXا . Dqرا@X يn|JXس ا`qZا اpھ ^Ej اد@jSا z] @و�
 DIEWXت ا`K`Hcا� DHIEcX ات ودروسna`lC rC نhFc] DHIOnQ] دورة nIj DX`�

� اX@ورة ا�Ic`ر [�HEl اR`HIX`ت و�@ أ. واEj PHNncX^ اQC v_ z�]�`MGR`ل اnAXاءةAj
Dو�nWeXا DHanbXر ا`Icا� ^Xف إ@�O يpXا . nH��] أن Dqرا@Xت اnو�@ أظ�

 ^Ej nHIN �FGg نhOد`BXاء اnAXا n��O zX إذ �B�h] z] `eN `eq`� rFO zX `HEH_hCh�Xا
ر�z ذQO ،�X@ر nNpX`g أن GC`رDN اnIj DIEWX ا�HNhEq . �R`N �RncR`ت �nH اnAXاء

GCDBQ. 
5>S&:T7<7&ت ا?U<دب :اZا [Oر@]؛ `HEH_hCh�X؛ا DHIJKأ DMEN DOPHEQRS؛ا Jeر�D 

   .[�HEl اR`HIX`ت ؛اhcleXى

Introduction: 
This paper addresses the question of literature teaching in EFL 

contexts. A recurrent problem that teachers of literature face is their 
learners’ expressed reticence to fiction reading. From a didactic 
viewpoint, this is a complex situation whereby the learners clearly 
manifest their renouncement to reading and even a refusal to be 
involved in the reading experience. The question of literacy and 
reading had been embraced, at the international level, by various 
governmental and non-governmental organizations. The most 
notorious one is the PISA survey (Program for International Students 
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Assessment). This project (in which Algeria is actively involved) is 
hosted by the OECD /UNESCO. In 2000, the first report stated that 
reading is one of the most significantly decaying skills. (See Section 
Possessions related to “classical” culture (P.17) 1. 

All scholars and practitioners agree on the importance of reading 
in formal and informal contexts. The concept of the quality of 
readings (namely classics) has been highlighted by the PISA survey as 
a cornerstone marker for the evaluation of literacy. According to 
Schwarz (2008): “… we can still evaluate literature in terms of its 

quality and importance. Even in an era when we read different texts in 

different ways, it is possible to return to a focus on primary texts”2 
(P.X).  

The desertion of (classical) reading has become alarming, 
especially with the advent of digital culture and the dematerialization 
of cultural supports. Thus, screens replaced paper books; zipped files 
replaced films and musical albums, and so on. The early analyses of 
the PISA report predicted the gradual death of fundamental skills, 
such as reading. While scholars might find that digital culture does 
constitute an alternative to classical culture - as it brings back new 
culture consumers, the formal concerns (material vs. non-material 
supports) do not reflect the depth of the reading crisis. What might, 
roughly, facilitate access to culture (including reading fiction) does 
not forcibly guarantee the appearance and sustainability of reading 
forms: compulsory or recreational.  

For Farbrizi (2008), the reading issue goes beyond literacy and 
erudition. In his view, literature develops critical thinking and 
indulges learners in consciousness awakening: By teaching students 

how to play with a training in critical game literacy, games can shift 

in the classroom from an “edutainment” model of drill-and-repeat 

memorization to vibrant, even destabilizing texts that highlight student 

agency and responsibility in questions of social justice” 3. (P.10) 
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1. The Reading Crisis: a Theoretical Ascertainment  
Do you read fiction? If no, can you explain why you do not read 

it? These are usual questions posed by teachers, in the literature class. 
When the answer is no, there is a global tendency consisting in a non-
effort justification that leans towards a set of explanations. Hence, the 
most frequent excuses consist in formulating statements justifying 
their stands: 

o Devaluating the importance of the act of reading. 
o The lack of time. 
o The absence of a particular interest. 
o The pain of understanding the utility of reading. 
o Unreasonable fear of reading / the relevance of reading non-

compulsory works. 
o Unfamiliarity with complex forms of literary language. 

These statements establish the usual attitudes of EFL learners in 
the literature class and ground the daily reality of literary instruction. 
Other extra-class factors count when teaching literature to EFL 
students: 

o The decay of reading in general (PISA report) 
o The prevalence of semiotic / visual learning modes 
o The dematerialization of reading supports / The learners’ 

learning preferences (Smartphones; Tablets) 
These paradigms go beyond the control of the instructors. In 

fact, teachers witness the quick evolution in digital culture, with 
several variables: the spread of intuitive social networks, software, 
and the diversification of their content. Their adjustment to the 
situation would require an utter adjustment in their perceptions of the 
teaching methods and the course content. A persistent question is the 
one regarding reading on digital support. While more and more 
learners opt for digital content consummation, a considerable number 
of teachers remain reluctant as to the use of these learning modes in 
the classroom. 
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2. The Death of the Paper Book:  Two Views 
A corollary to the above ascertainment is the question of the 

shift of the reading habits, from material supports to digital ones. This 
has marked the readers’ conception of reading. Beyond perception, it 
is their relationship to the paper book that changed. Purists, thus, 
deplore the decay of the notion of the book’s appropriation / 
ownership; the book is no longer considered as an object, neither as 
material property. This metamorphosis enacted a relational transition: 
from a tight bond with paper to a virtual experience in which the act of 
possession is not permitted. The sensory experience is replaced by a 
detached exposure that redefines the act of reading.  

Pro-digital books hold a diametrically opposed view. They sense 
that the transformation is ineluctable and that it reflects the advent of 
new modes of cultural consumerism, in which the objects are 
dematerialized, stored, shared, and virtually purchased. This view 
refers to a series of factors that enhanced the shift and do put forward 
the acceleration reasons: 

o Ecological factor 
o Commodity 
o Practicability (weight – size)  
o Fastness 
o Unlimited storage 
o The culture of Sharing (Free-share) 

Since the 2000s and onwards, with the outbreak of digital 
culture, many scholars suggested the gradual incorporation of digital 
tools within the literature class. Dauer4 (2003) in Agathocleous et al. 
(2003) and Lancashire5 (2010) in Kayalis et al. (2010) define clearly 
the shift from indoors instruction to the unlimited options offered by 
cyberspace. In the introduction of their seminal work Teaching 

Literature at a Distance: Open, Online and Blended Learning, 
Kayalis and Natsina (2010) acknowledge the transformation of 
literature teaching:  
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The teaching of literature poses significant challenges 
when transferred from face-to-face to a distance 
learning setting. Traditionally aimed at developing 
students’ reading skills and interpretative abilities, 
literature teaching faces great difficulties when 
severed of such means as peer interaction, reciprocal 
classroom discussion and the form of ‘cultural 
apprenticeship’ normally practiced at seminars and 
tutorials (...) Finally, digital technologies have 
certainly unlocked unprecedented educational 
potentials, yet at the same time their widespread 
introduction in all aspects of the educational process 
calls for an imperative for caution. (pp.1-2) 

 

Kayalis and Natsina (2010) further question the relevance and 
efficiency of digital teaching and its capacity to meet the most basic 
needs of a literature learner. While they do not reject the alternative 
recourse to online teaching, they express a skeptical thought on the 
prevalence of digital reading over classical reading:  
 

The view of Beach6 (2014), as one of the most actively creative 
theoreticians of literature teaching, tempers the anxieties of 
practitioners as the question of the disappearance of paper book 
reading:  
 

In addition to the use of textbooks, in lieu of having 
students buy books, for example, novels for a literature 
class, you can now have your students readily access 
free e-books as books in the public domain or as no 
longer copyrighted from a range of different sources for 
reading on their phone or tablet, as well as excerpts of 
copyrighted books. They can search for books on the 
sites and apps listed below.  (P. 91)  
Richard Beach’s works on digital-reading sustain the idea of 

taming the dematerialized teaching tools. In his book Understanding 

and creating digital texts: an activity-based approach, co-authored 
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with Lee-Ann Kastman Breuch (2014), he suggests a series of 
theoretical ideals and their practical implementation – with one 
constant belief: the intertwined enhancement of reading through 
writing and vice-versa7. 
 
3. The state of the Art in Algeria: The case of nowadays’ 

learners 
In Algeria, EFL learners face a double problem: disinterest from 

reading and the unfamiliarity with the language. Thus, those who hold 
reading intentions are often blocked by the felt difficulty of the 
language. Actually, it is the first paradigm which is utterly difficult to 
solve. The growing familiarity with the target language will eventually 
occur. On the other hand, the learners’ refusal to indulge in reading 
seems to be the most difficult task.  

Interviewed along the making of this paper, a certain number of 
teachers expose creative ways to bring their students to read. Their 
attempts are in general practical swings between screen versions and 
the original text. Other teachers / researchers focus on the teaching 
tools and neglect the course content. What is missing so far is a 
holistic approach to the problem that accounts for the absence of 
intrinsic motivation and the use of digital support to stimulate that 
interest, and ensure its sustainability. If the film-based teaching of 
literature may demystify the readers’ relationship with the book, it 
does not, however, guarantee the acquisition of reading habits and 
their enforcement in the long run. To facilitate the access to fiction 
reading, the reviewed Algerian academic works consist in three major 
choices: 

Text  to Screen 
Text to Drama 
Reading Reports 

 
The observed teaching methods include the two firsts of the three 
literature teaching theories as identified by Beach et al8. (2011):  
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o Transmission Theories: teacher-centered, based on 
transmission of knowledge 

o Student-centered Theory: learner-centered, predicated on 
students’ tutoring 

o Socio-cultural Learning Theory: a blended concept centered on 
classroom dynamics 

Each theory possesses solid advantages and evident shortcomings. 
Nevertheless, there is a growing tendency to exploit all the theories 
altogether or episodically within online teaching. What stands as an 
unsolvable problem is the question of intrinsic motivation.  
 

4. Theoretical and Methodological Propositions: Is Readers’ 
Response the response?   

 

The teaching of literature has matched the evolution of literary 
theory. In fact, the shift of priorities has made author-based 
approaches relatively outmoded. The modern day tendencies do 
privilege text-readers approaches: hermeneutics, reception theory, 
readers ‘response theory, and distant reading. Hence, it is judicious to 
relate the pedagogic/didactic projects to the epistemic evolution in the 
study of the literary texts. The works of Purves and Beach (Literature 

and the Reader, 1972), Charles A. Cooper (Empirical Studies of 

Response to Literature: Review and Suggestions, 1976)  and Stanley 
Fish (Is There a Text in This Class, 1980) constitute a compound set 
of practical approaches to the stimulation of readers’ interest in 
literature. The late works of Franco Moretti (Distant Reading, 2013) 
operated a shift towards digital reading and mass book consumerism.  

As far as teaching is concerned, the classification of readers is a 
natural conception of their diversity. Yet, there stands another 
stratification of factors and their interconnectedness that harden the 
teachers’ tasks: the generation gap is one of them. Reading, in other 
words, is a generational issue. It is commonly admitted that nowadays 
learners (Millennials and Generation Y9) have little appetite for 
reading, in general, and paper reading, in particular. Hence, instructors 
are confronted to the generation gap, but also to a mass behavior 
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modification. At this level of complexity, the recourse to readers’ 
response theory and its empirical extensions is needed. Readers’ 
response theories shed light on readers’ basic difficulties. Purves and 
Beach (1972) have listed10 the most prevailing complexities 
encompassing in-class reading (See list below). They described 
readers’ reactions and response to literature teaching: 

 
3. Difficulties in visualizing imagery; 

4. Mnemonic irrelevancies which lead readers to digress; 

5. Stock responses to the content of works; 

6. Oversentimentality in response; 

7. Overinhibition in response; 

8. Doctrinal adhesions about' the world which interfere in reading; 

9. Technical presuppositions about how literary writing should be done; 

10. General critical preconceptions about literature. 

 
The above (edited) list had been established in a time when 

classical reading was the only mode of instruction. Nevertheless, the 
Purves-Beach observations are still valid and do constitute landmarks 
for literature teachers. 

Nowadays learners’ immersion in digital receptive skills (reading 
and listening) is not utterly handicapping: teachers of literature can 
turn the young learners’ behavior into a new mode of reading. Thus, 
digital books, audio books, online literature lectures, and other 
reading-related activities can be exploited in an academic framework. 
The incorporation of the learners’ habits in reading activities (and 
their responses) is likely to diminish their unfamiliarity with paper 
book reading, and comfort their casual behavior into a purposeful 
learning strategy. 

5. Accounting for different readers’ types 
Our observation of the learning styles, as viewed in three 

classrooms, revealed four major tendencies in the modern-day 
learners’ habits and the nature of their bond with fiction reading. 
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Figure 1: Readers’ Types 
 

Accounting for the problem of reading involves, firstly, its 
conception as a multilayered issue – involving learning habits, 
consistency, and intrinsic motivation. The diversity of learners and 
their complexity calls upon a differential pedagogy of reading and the 
subsequent didactic tools. The readers’ profiles can be analyzed as 
follows: 

Exclusive Digital Readers: This type has developed reading 
habits that is exclusively predicated on digital supports. For them, 
reading does not involve the object, but instead, information 
gathering. They are avid of knowledge and pragmatic in their access 
to it. 

Paper Book Readers: This type reads only material books. 
They fetishize the book and objectify the reading experience from 
purchase to reading – including any annotations they may put on the 
book’s pages. They are immersive and meditative.  

Blended Readers: These readers blend, nonchalantly, the 
digital and the traditional reading ways. They swing from type to type 
depending on the availability of the material, their mood or the extent 
of time and energy. They are as pragmatic as the digital readers, but 
they do not discard the traditional ways. 

Occasional/Non-Readers: This layer of the population 
constitutes the majority of the observed learners. These readers do not 
express a specific need / urge to read unless it is compulsory. They 
even tend to avoid the question – as if they were at unease with the 
idea of doing what is not ‘necessary’. 

Exclusive Digital 
Readers (EDR) 

 

Blended Readers 
(BR) 

Exclusive Paper 
Book Readers 

(EPBR) 

Occasional / 
Non- Readers 

(ONR) 
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On Digital Readers, Lundby11 (2008) admits that this segment of 
the population possesses the most adaptive learners’ habits:   
 

Likewise, they make it possible to explore, in the 
setting of the classroom, reading formats and typologies 
other than the printed book, as well as work more in 
depth with the productive side of literature, which is 
often overlooked in the scheduled classroom activities 
(Sylvester and Greenidge 2009). This critical approach 
to formats with which students are in contact outside 
the school setting promotes their interest and 
motivation, in addition to deepening the construction of 
their identity as twenty-first-century readers. (P.243)  
 

In this concern, it is the occasional / non readers who need to be 
specifically tutored and brought back to that essential cognitive 
activity – being, also, an unavoidable component of EFL 
learning. The most significant action a teacher can ever achieve 
is to persuade non-readers that reading can only be beneficial to 
them. If the objective is attained, there should be back up devices 
to install and enhance the newly acquired habit and maintain its 
sustainability.  
6. Homophily: upgrading reading through imitation  

Homophily is a concept in sociology coined by Lazarsfeld and 
Merton12 (1957) to describe the natural imitation undertaken by 
individuals towards their mates. It refers, also, to the tendencies of 
people to adjust to leading attitudes and look for a form of compliance 
from the group. Homophily was utilized primarily in creating social 
togetherness / mixing. In this paper, it is meant to be used in the 
classroom, as far as reading habits’ enforcement is concerned. This 
sociological concept can be utilized for the sake of the creation of a 
catalyst of a social dynamics that can be channeled towards reading. 
In other words, it consists in engaging non-readers in the mimicry of 
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regular readers. If reading is primarily a personal/individual activity, 
the effect of the group (like reading clubs) on behavior modification 
cannot be neglected in bringing the less interested to work with the 
‘aficionados’.  

Beach et al'13 (2011) statements on the topic lean towards the 
use of the socio-cultural theories in the literature class. Without 
naming it, Beach et al. acknowledge the impact of homophily on 
classroom dynamics: 
 

Students learn these [reading] practices not as isolated, 
autonomous participants but through participation in a 
joint, collective activity motivated by a purpose or 
object (Cole, 1996; Engestrom, 1987) … Socio-cultural 
learning theory therefore emphasizes the importance of 
creating a social community that supports learning 
literature. As a literature teacher, you are socializing 
students into what could be called a literary community 
of practice reflected in the practices of a highly 
engaged literary book club (Edelsky, Smith, & Wolfe, 
2002). In this community of practice, students assume 
the identities of careful readers who acquire various 
practices involved in interpreting and producing 
literature. (P.08) 

 

Beach et al.’s allusion to the fact that collaborative learning 
might upgrade the students’ performances comforts our assumption 
that homophily is a valid pedagogical direction. Subsequently, we 
assume that literature instructors can use it to enforce the learners’ 
interest in reading through collaboration and imitation.  

7. Field Work:  
Done with the theoretical considerations, the next objective is to 

set an experimental course that enables the redefinition of reading 
practices and the diminishing of reading aversion. Thus, Engineering / 
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Designing a literature course will have to account seriously for the 
creation of self enforcing norms that impact the learners’ habits. Our 
teaching method was inspired by the methodological propositions of 
Lazar14 (1993), for the taxonomic repartition of teaching and Cox15 
(2011), for the diversity of the teaching activities, as well as the 
incorporation of digital reading. 

 
7-1- Course Content and Orientations: Our primary aim is to 

act on the cognitive level with a special focus on behavior 
modification, as intended by homophily. This move is meant to 
demystify reading and bring confirmed readers to affect the occasional 
and non-readers. As far as content selection is concerned, learners 
need to relate to the various themes they may identify with. Youth 
literature, here, consists in a youth-oriented body of texts that feature 
young characters. 
Burger16 (2016) advocates the use of youth-related course content: 
horror and fantasy, epic narratives, and self-quest:  
 

Some victims can be avenged in fiction, if not in life. 
King’s short stories and novels work on a variety of 
different levels to effectively appeal to and terrify 
readers: in the common experiences at the heart of 
many of his horrors, the reader may recognize a bit of 
themselves, feeling a thrill of emotion either at that 
resonance or as a result of their investment with 
specific characters, all while negotiating the larger, 
real world anxieties of King’s contemporary moment. 
(pp.04-05) 

 
Burger explains his teaching-focus on the master of horror 

(Stephen King) by the readers’ need for identification, catharsis and 
wonderment through edgy topics. The comings of age and self-
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fulfillment stories - within horror and fantasy - constitute criteria that 
appeal to nowadays readers’ points of interest. 

 Instructors, on the other hand, take their responsibility in 
content selection. Besides compulsory classics, they are supposed to 
expose neophytes to what is likely to ‘speak to them’ and reflect their 
tastes. As outlined by Graham (2013) preconceptions about the 
literature course content might be prejudicial to teachers themselves: 
In other words, teachers do not want to be handed down judgments 

about any literature, and especially not about African American 

literature. They do want to be assisted with the process of engaging 

new literatures critically and holistically (P.02). The case of African 
American literature, or any other genre regarded as non-classical 
might deprive teachers from introducing learners to the real richness 
of fiction and the reading options. 

In this one shot case study, we, firstly, undertook the 
identification of the levels of action. Hence, two directions were 
marked. On the pedagogical level, one can focus on classroom 
management: Class size is utterly crucial in instruction. The larger the 
class, the lesser learning is optimal and effective. Thus, the 
downsizing of classroom (at least for the tutorials) is the first and 
foremost condition. Classroom structures are of equal significance. 
The endorsement of homophily-based principles is to be used in the 
restructuration of the classroom into subgroups. During the tutorials, 
group formation will account for the mixing of all the types of readers. 
The use of mimicry and competition is likely to provide a learning 
dynamics. 

On the didactic level, we focused on course content. Our study 
consists, also, in making the most accurate choices in course design 
and its content. A balance is to be achieved between the classics (for 
instance, Shakespeare – being one of learners’ fear) and a more trendy 
and popular fiction that learners would relate to. Another aspect is 
tutorship and peer evaluation. Hence we favored a shift of the 
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instruction from a teacher-centered approach to a collaborative 
structure is essential. Ultimately, the goal is to have confirmed readers 
take charge of the non-readers and initiate them to fiction reading. 

7-2- Participants: A pre-requisite to the test, is the 
identification of the non-readers on the basis of voluntary statements. 
Among the 60 students, we identified the aforementioned reader 
types. In terms of reading frequencies, we spotted 04 subtypes:  

 
Regular Readers:              09 
Occasional Readers:         30 
Rare Readers:                   13 
Non-Readers:                   08 

 

Table 1: Readers’ Distribution 
 

We formed 10 sub-groups (06 students in each). Including all 
reader types was crucial in the implementation of homophily. Hence, 
when peered with regular readers; non-readers might convert to more 
regular reading activities.  

7-3- A One Shot Case Study Design: For the sake of verifying 
the effectiveness of homophily and teaching content reconfiguration, 
the learners were subjected to 3 tests - predicated on 3 pre-
experimental courses. On participants’ organization, we were inspired 
by the approach of Coombs et al17. (2016). The texts were given to the 
students in the two formats: paper and electronic. We accounted for 
students’ cases with limited access to internet and computer devices. 
These students (13) were given free paper copies. Furthermore, all the 
students were given hard and soft copies of the film versions of the 
selected novels – to be viewed after the study of the text. In the 
tutorials, we formed mixed groups lead by regular readers who were 
asked to monitor their mates (rare and irregular readers), guide their 
activities, and provide assistance/ support.  

7-4- Procedures: The courses were administered over 06 
weeks. The duration of each course was one hour and a half, indoors. 
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Additionally, the students were given outdoor activities that were 
monitored on a social network private group. These activities included 
oral and written questions that would be submitted in the form of 
reading accounts.  

 
Lecture one: 

From Text to Screen:  J.J. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings. 
Pedagogical tools: excerpt + film copy: The Fellowship of the 

Ring. 
Film Discussion 
Film vs. Novel Comparison 

Lecture two: 
Dramatizing Edith Wharton: The House of Mirth 
A broad literary introduction (author’s biography, themes, 
Characters …) 
Setting up the play (Gender switching / costumes and outfits) 

Lecture three: 
Literary Café – Debating Race in Shakespeare’s Othello 
Introduction to Shakespeare’s Tragedies 
Introduction to Post-racial Theories 
The collision of Gender, Race and Tragedy (round table) 

 

Table 2: Course Content 
 
The tutorials’ orientations included:  
1.  Book to film: systematic comparison and criticism of the film 

adaptation. 
2. Dramatizations: on stage performance of one selected part of the 

narrative.  
3. Reading clubs: collective debates on specific aspects of the text. 
4. Reading accounts: individual reports. 

  
7-5- Course Description: The course was carried during 06 

weeks. Each course was instructed in two sessions. The first lecture 
comprised the theoretical aspect of the course: socio-historical 
context, the new formalist approach, and the study of themes-
characters-motives-symbols. The second session consisted in a text-
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related set of tutorials. At the end of each course, the informants were 
subjected to a detailed interview inspired from Steller and Köhnken 
(1989). (See appendix). 

The course took place in relatively casual conditions. The 
students were instructed in a large class for the lecture (theory) and in 
two subgroups for the tutorials (practice). The teaching kit included: 

o Printed and digital excerpts from the selected works 
o The film adaptations of the literary works 
o Paper templates for written accounts 
o Passwords for e-learning platforms (Zoom + Easy Class) 

 

In order to avoid any behavior modification (Halo effect and 
Hawthorn effect) prior to – and during - the test, we informed the 
students that the course is a not a formal experimental procedure but a 
rather an informal test meant for gradual enforcement of the course 
content and the teaching of literary texts. 

7-6- Did the participants Read? How can we know? The 
complexity of testing learners’ reading is bond with the difficulty of 
knowing whether they read or not. Predicting lie and deceit (as found 
in psychological tests) can supply the ground base information to draw 
such inferences. When subjected to oral and written tests, the 
instructor may detect (through statement analysis) indices about the 
reader’s relationship with the text. We chose the Steller & Köhnken 
Statement Analysis Test (1989) and adapted it according to readers’ 
responses, as described by Purves & Beach (1972) and Cooper (1976). 
In addition, text-related tasks were given, to the participants, as 
compulsory assignments:   

o Formal Test/Examination  
o Written accounts / renditions 
o Dramatizing the novels / Role play 

 

The questions were administered in the form of individual and 
collective interviews in order to determine the readers’ bonds with the 
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text and evaluate the degree of involvement in the reading 
assignments. In parallel, observations were made to check whether or 
not the regular readers have affected the less regular ones. Through 
repetitive questions and in-depth discussions, the interviews were 
recorded with the informants’ permission and exploited in statement 
analysis. Thus we recorded around 10 hours of answers. The questions 
were centered on the texts with a focus on specific details:   

 
Lecture One / Lord of the Rings: Accuracy Test 

The role of Secondary Characters in TLOFR (Frodo, Sam, Merry and Pippin) 
What differences did you note between the novel and the film? 
Indexes: Quantity of Details – Biaised reading  

Lecture Two / The House of Mirth:  Sincerity Test 
The analogies between New York Society and the Victorian Society   
What are the various life options offered to Lili Bart (Rumors) 
Indexes: Self decrapation  (liars are confident) 

Lecture Three / Othello: Argumentation Test: 
Testing the text-based argumentation –  
Iago’s Speech on Identity – What does it say about whiteness/blackness 
Desdemona’s handkerchief – What dramatic element does it introduce? 
Indexes: Unusual Details 

  

Table 3: Sample questions and indexes 
 

7-7- Results: On a separate evaluation sheet, we noted the 
participants’ reactions: hesitation, self- confidence signs, and 
autobiographical digressions. The regular readers showed less self-
confidence, and less autobiographical digressions - in contrast with 
non readers.  

 
The readers’ statements were arranged into a semantic cluster 

reflecting the general tendencies. Only answers provided by the 
informants who scored 07/10 convincing responses were counted as 
enough quantifiable to make significant inferences. On the basis of 
students’ statement and their oral / written performances, an analysis 
was carried out in order to test whether or not the learners have read 
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what they were assigned to. Thus each lecture purported to test one 
major aspect of reading responses: 

7-7-1- Statement Analysis Results  
 

 Lecture 1 
Accuracy  

Lecture 2 
Sincerity 

Lecture3 
Argumentation 

Accuracy    
EDR 56 % 58% 61% 

BR 70% 68% 62% 
EPBR  52% 46% 49% 
ONR    

Information 
Recall 

   

EDR 63% 52% 69% 
BR 68% 66% 63% 
EPBR  48% 50% 53% 

ONR 40% 39% 42% 

Facts’ 
Assertiveness 

 
 

  

EDR 70% 72% 69% 

BR 80% 79% 78% 
EPBR  52% 47% 44% 
ONR 23% 34% 26% 
Coherence    
EDR 67% 70% 72% 
BR 70% 68% 73% 

EPBR  48% 48% 52% 
ONR 53% 45% 49% 

 
Table 4: Statement Analysis Results 

A primary look at the results confirms the early non-empirical 
impressions: those who read do read, and those who do not read will 
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persist in their abstinence. The chosen paradigms in the readers’ 
statement analysis provide the following observations:  
 

- Blended readers score the best results: their flexibility to swing 
from paper book to digital reading is confirmed. 

- Rare and non-readers use autobiographical digressions form text-
related questions. Hence, instead of responding to oral and written 
assignments, they provide irrelevant – digressive answers that 
highlight their personal background. 

- Once the novelty of the test gone, there was a global looseness 
among rare and non-readers. 

- Homophily proved to be a considerable element in regard to the 
paper readers’ imitation of blended readers. However, exclusive 
digital readers and non-readers seem not to have been affected by 
the group dynamics of the others. Thus, to the question: do you feel 
peers (direct/indirect) encouragement to read (more often)? The 
informants provided mixed positions. The majority expressed that 
their need is not urged by any competition feeling, nor do they need 
to imitate the others. 

- Interest was shown in the course-related tutorials. In fact, the more 
the course leaned towards semiotic practice (film viewing and 
drama performances), the more the learners manifest their 
involvement. In return, the monitoring of outdoors activities 
revealed non-conclusive results (see table 5 below)  

 
                           Conclusive             Non-conclusive   

Accuracy  X 
Information Recall X  

Facts’ Assertiveness  X 
Coherence  X 

 

Table 5: Readers’ responses quality 
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7-7-2- Outdoors Assignments Results: The use of the learning 
platforms (Easy class + Zoom) enabled the progress of the teaching, in 
more formal contexts, as compared to social networks. Only rare and 
non-readers were monitored (see table 6 below). 

     
 Lecture 1 Lecture 2 Lecture 3 
Regularity of  Posts 71 % 74% 83% 
Forums Contribution 
Size  

49% 51% 51% 

Accounts Consistency 23% 27% 29% 

Active Involvement  
 

54% 57% 52% 

 

Table 6: Online work indicators  
 

Rare and non-readers score encouraging results in terms of 
involvement and participation. Nevertheless, no significant progress is 
noted regarding the reading progress indexes. Online back-up 
activities do reflect the same tendencies observed indoors: non-readers 
do not provide accurate and consistent accounts of the reading 
assignments. 

7-8- Limitations of the Study: These results should be taken 
with caution. Some factors may have biased the test, one can name the 
following:  

 

o The duration of the course: 06 weeks is perhaps too short to 
draw solid conclusions. 

o The absence of valid motivation test allowing the 
understanding of the depth of the reading crisis.  

o The absence of certainty on the non-readers’ condition and 
how to reverse it. 
 

Furthermore, the Covid-19 Crisis introduced an unexpected 
behavior modification bias. A broad survey conducted –informally- 
among the learners revealed two major tendencies: a prevailing 
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enthusiasm towards online learning and an even larger sentiment of 
frustration and anxiety. 

A preliminary solution might be located within reading’s 
connection with the writing skill. In fact, the failure to stimulate one 
skill can be overtaken in the enforcement of the related skill. Hence, 
the fact that reading and writing are interdependent will possibly make 
reading upgraded by writing fiction. Bringing learners to create their 
own text is an observable tendency in literature teaching. Beach et 
Kastman’ Understanding and creating digital texts _ an activity-based 

approach
18 (2014) contains a prevailing belief that reading (as a 

regular habit) cannot be attained unless learners start to make their 
own texts.  
Conclusion: 

All things considered, the decay of reading among nowadays 
youth is, hitherto, an established truth, not only in Algeria, but 
worldwide. The questions of literature teaching and reading in the 
EFL class appeal to a constant adjustment in the instruction methods 
and course content. The telescoping of several factors (the advent of 
digital culture and the change in learning habits, to name a few) has 
complicated the teaching of classical literature, to the extent that some 
have predicted the death of the paper book, and reading in general.  

For the sake of revitalizing the dynamics of reading in EFL 
classes, we elaborated a theoretical proposition predicated on reader 
response theories and homophily. Readers’ Response Theories 
provided the necessary understanding of the different readers’ types 
and their general responses to the text. Homophily, on the other hand, 
was endorsed to sustain the assumption that non-readers would imitate 
the regular ones.  

Once reader types identified and their distribution defined, we 
set an experimental course based on paper book reading, online 
activities, and varied tutorials. The aim was to verify whether non-
readers started regular reading. The course was backed-up by a test to 
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verify the non-readers’ progress. The post-experiment phase consisted 
in readers’ statement analysis – in search of indices (sincerity, 
accuracy … etc.) that corroborate the informants’ declarations. 

The study revealed non-conclusive results on the effects of 
regular readers on non-readers. Nevertheless, regular and non-readers 
displayed a considerable involvement in non-textual activities (film 
viewing, dramatic performances, and online discussions). A critical 
analysis of the findings re-oriented the perspective of the treatment of 
the reading crisis towards creative writing. In fact, the current 
tendencies lean towards learners’ training to create their own texts and 
substitute underachievement in one skill by enhancing the related one.  
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